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Aishwarya International Public School (AIPS) is run along the lines of the best schools in the educational practices. It

provides a cutting edge academic programme with state-of-the art infrastructure and facilities for not just the gifted, but

also for any upwardly mobile student. Here, students acquire an excellent education in a rich educational context, grow up

rooted in our core values and take on the changing world´s challenging demands, as they pursue higher studies in top

universities. This is what sets the school apart in the growing milieu of international schools.

Although a rigorous academic programme is at the core of everything we at GSIS, do an equally outstanding co-curricular

and extra-curricular agenda for students endows them with a much needed holistic education to give them a competitive

edge over their counterparts elsewhere.

The School's Mission Statement states, " Aishwarya International Public School endeavours to prepare each student for

academic, social and personal success by creating a community of empowered and diverse learners striving to be globally

minded citizens in an atmosphere of mutual respect, understanding and trust.“

The Management, staff and students are committed to this mission and work together to obtain exceptional results in the

academic, co-curricular, extra-curricular arenas and be happily productive in their very lives together at this School. Dr.

Nandeesh says, "I believe in inclusive education as the key to human enrichment and India's giant strides to further

progress". State of the art facilities and infrastructure support his vision and ardent endeavour to make education at AIPS

a wholesome and enjoyable experience.

A simple, yet distinctive and firm underlying philosophy of the school, to provide excellent education while being steeped in

the rich Indian educational tradition and core values, has been received very positively; it has resulted in the growth of the

school to be rated as one of the best schools in Maddur and acknowledged as best school in Mandya district.

AIPS is in an idyllic setting; two sprawling campuses amidst fields, fine weather and a natural, pollution-free atmosphere

satisfy a crucial need in today's world for students to be able to learn, observe, introspect and contemplate in a most

desirable environment. Education in such ambience is a rewarding experience for our students, truly their "wonder

years".

ABOUT  THE  SCHOOL



We are delighted to have taken on the stupendous challenges of nurturing the children, motivating and guiding them to be energetic,

passionate, focused, confident and well rounded personalities: hence by the time they step into adulthood they are more than equipped to

face the real world and take on the reigns of Indian citizenship with a global outlook. For us, education is more than the curriculum, as we

firmly believe in grooming our children with the right values, the right ethics and the right attitude thereby assuring that they are

responsible, competent, honest, humane, enterprising, perceptive and emotionally dependable individuals of tomorrow.

Yes , we encourage our students to be academically sound and enthusiastic. However, at the same time we goad them to be involved in as

many activities as they possibly can – be it sports, cultural or aesthetics – participation helps them to discover and unleash their talents,

build team spirit and initiate leadership skills.

While our mission is to make the students aware of the richness of India’s diverse ethnicity, our tradition, we ensure that they also gear up

to face the multifaceted needs of modern day society – a healthy blend between tradition and modernity is an integral part of the school

curriculum. Parents have perennially partnered with us to fulfill our mission and we are proud of two prevailing modalities while on one

hand the faculty dialogues with the parents during the Parent Teacher Meetings, on the other, our teachers never cease to extend their

hands beyond the realms of the class room, bonding naturally with the students.

The faculty at Aishwarya International Public School engages with students as facilitators; guiding, encouraging and assuring them that we

are with them and not ahead of them, that we are together, exploring, observing, analyzing and learning. Forging close teacher-student ties

are immensely valued at Aishwarya International Public School.

From the Secretary
“There are two educations. One should teach us how to make 

a LIVING and the other how to LIVE”



From the Principal
“EDUCATION – Knowing, Being, Doing”

Aishwarya International Public School, Maddur initiated the process to instill a global dimension into the learning experience and joined

hands with the British Council for International School Award (ISA) Program.

The British Council offers the International School Award (ISA) as an accreditation framework for schools to record and evaluate their

international work and embed it into the curriculum and whole school ethos. As part of the ISA action plan, the school planned and

executed seven different projects for students of different age groups and also celebrated the Annual Day with the theme “CONNECT-

CELEBRATE-INSPIRE” to expand the horizons of overseas learning.

This year has been a golden period of learning for the school community. The ISA was a priority for our school and was included in the

academic planning before every academic year begins. The projects were planned as a part of the curriculum and worked on them

simultaneously as we proceeded through the year. It instilled curiosity in the students as they worked enthusiastically through the year.

With the Skype sessions and Video calls, the exuberance reached the pinnacle and inspired the school community and has given them a

different perspective to learning.

It has given a new vibrant outlook to prepare the young global citizens on value oriented experiential learning unlike of the traditional

chalk and talk model content oriented teaching. The students within the school were involved in the international framework, collaborative

curriculum-based work and year-round international activities. The teachers fabricated and imbued the activities in such a way that it

opened new windows to survey other countries’ heterogeneous culture and other pursuits.

The volume of work and the students-teacher involvement was truly commendable. We are very much proud of this achievement as during

the process of accreditation, students have explored their creativity and innovation to the fullest and have learned a lot to become global

citizens. I have thoroughly enjoyed the journey of learning along with my students and teachers.



PDC CERTIFICATES



From the  ISA Co-ordinator

“Our ability to reach unity in diversity will be the perfect present 

for the test of our civilization” – Mahatma Gandhi

ISA in our School has been a journey filled with adventure. We have learnt numerous things expanded

our horizons and earned new friends overseas the students were very activity involved in all the

activities and they gained knowledge while enjoying themselves.

The students of higher primary and secondary were exposed to new learning and methodologies

through researches and data collection used in data analysis. There were fun activities like scrap book

preparation and little cooking involved too.

Teachers have become more technology savvy as they had to spend hours researching on the varied

topics of the activities. They have also become expert photographers and aced art of capturing the

moment.

The personal journey has been an eye opener. The various topics and the learning outcome is

something unforgettable and immeasurable. I am very glad that we were a part of this very exciting

journey the school undertook this year. Our respect for the world around us has grown in leaps and

bounds as we realize that what we know was so little and the unknown is vast.

We were exposed to a completely different perspective of the world and cultures around us. It also

helped us with our leadership and event organizing skills. The most valuable part was sharing the

knowledge we gained, with our peer teachers and most importantly the children.



PDC CERTIFICATES
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AISHWARYA INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, MADDUR

International Policy
Rationale

Through the inclusion of an international focus at Aishwarya International Public School, we recognize the increasingly interdependent and

interrelated world our students live in, and the challenges this creates in our shared future. We are working on the broad themes and

problems arising from interdependency and interrelatedness and recognize that no one discipline can fully address all these challenges. We

see that collaboration in its main manifestation is a key to cope with and address the emerging challenges of the 21st century. Hence, we offer

our Students, a range of experiences that will enhance their learning and raise awareness to cope up with the situation withholding the values

and ethics.

Purposes

•To promote a sense of an international identity through the use of information and data from other countries and by regular contact with

like-minded group of people abroad.

•To reflect in the attitudes and values of our students, the ethos of the school, the Programmes of Study and Key Skills.

•To enable all pupils to develop appropriate skills, concepts, knowledge and understanding of the world they live and will inherit which

would strengthen the vitality of the civil society.

•To provide an added opportunity to respect and value different cultures and believes with a commitment for the promotion of equal

opportunities, racial equality and Citizenship.

Guidelines

•Focusing on the international dimension through displays, assemblies, newsletters, school prospectus and cross curricular activities.

•Drafting action plans to develop the eight Key Concepts (interdependence, diversity, conflict resolution, human rights, social justice,

sustainable development and moral values & perceptions) of the global dimension through all appropriate areas of the curriculum such that

it is clearly mapped in the learning experiences for all our students.

•To develop collaborated curricular works with an international dimension that will help create global citizens with a balanced mindset.

•Provide opportunities to staff and students to compare different teaching and learning styles and to involve in a wide range of contacts with

our partners in other international countries.

•Promote communication through writing letters and emails to friends abroad.

•To sensitize students to universal values and help students create materials which challenge them to demand why the universe is as it is and

suggest how it might be different/better.

•To develop an awareness of similarities and differences in lifestyle and culture in a range of other countries and bring about harmonious

living in spite of social, cultural, economic and religious differences.

•To learn about the universe we exist in and respect and appreciate the similarities and differences between people, thereby encouraging

the emotional state of tolerance and helping students interpret the need for peaceful co-existence.
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EVIDENCES OF 
ACTION PLANS



Curriculum Activity – 1
(In-House Activity)



PRIDE OF NATION –

NATIONAL 

ANIMALS





School Name: Aishwarya International Public School

Title of Activity: Pride of Nation - National Animals

Teacher Responsible: Mrs. Smitharani .P.H, Mrs. Shruthi .S.M, Mrs. Girija .P

Other Staff Involved: Ms. Shruthi

Subjects Involved: English, EVS, Art & Craft, Geography & History

Brief Details of Aim, Content and Outcomes 

of the Activity:

- Children compare and appreciate  the importance of National Animals

-Understand the History habitat  food and structure of Australia, Canada, Russia and 

Srilanka.

- Develop sensitivity towards the animals saving the species against a forestation and 

poaching  

Countries Explored: India, Australia, Canada, Russia

Link School(s):

Other Sources of Information: Books and Internet

Time Period of Activity: August 2017 to September 2017

Number of Students Involved in this Activity: 140

Age Range of Students Involved: 6-8 years

Type of Evidence Included:
Photographs, Scanned Copies, Teachers Report, Display Board, Questionnaire and 

Power Point Presentation.

Activity Cover Sheet



Children are actively involved  in drawing National animals of different 

countries



Students are Involved in Making Masks of 
Animals of Different Countries – India, 

Australia, Canada & Russia



Students are Involved in Making Masks of 
Animals of Different Countries – India, 

Australia, Canada & Russia



Students are Actively Involved in
Wall Magazine activity on History 

of Animals –
Habitat and Food Structure



Students’ Display



Preparing  
charts 

pertaining to 
the National 

Animals
of different 
Countries



Students involved in Chart Making 
Activity on significance of National Animals



Students Exhibiting their talents through Chart Display 
- Appreciating Importance of National Animals



WOKSHEET on 
Multiple Choice  

Questions 
Facilitator  

guiding  
students



Worksheets –
Matching Animals 

with their Countries



Matching the National Animals with 
their Countries



Sample Worksheets – Assessed by Teachers



COLOURING ACTIVITY –Coloring the 
pictures of National Animals of different 

countries



Sample Worksheets– Assessed by Teachers



Sample Worksheets– Assessed by Teachers



POWERPOINT PRESENTATION –
Sharing information of  the National Animals and their countries





Identification of the National Animals of Different Countries and trying 
to enact them



ENACTMENT  
Behaviour and 

Sounds Made by 
the 

National Animals



Enactment of Sri Lankan 
National Animal

Enactment of Australian 
National Animal



QUESTIONNAIRE 

Assessing the Students Knowledge acquired through the Project



FIELD TRIP
Children visit Mysore Zoo to learn more about animals



FIELD 
TRIP



Jungle 
Safari



Teachers Feedback on the Project



Feedback Sheets on the Project



My joy has no bounds in bringing out the full- fledged and multifaceted project

based on National Animals of various countries like India, Russia, Australia and

few more countries.

At every proceeding of this project, children started to show their fascination

towards National Animals of different countries. Students collected the information

and pictures of animals by visiting Mysore Zoo, made charts, drawn pictures,

prepared picture albums, etc,. The Journey has been long and strewn with hurdles

all the way but has certainly been an enriching experience for every member of this

project. The entire year was whirlwind of documentation, feedback forms, requests

to get the activities completed as scheduled. Finally all were done. Over all it was an

exciting and learning experience for every one of us.

Ms. Smitha Rani P H

Teacher’s Report



Curriculum Activity–2
(In-House Activity)





School Name: Aishwarya International Public School

Title of Activity: Go-Fiesta 

Teacher Responsible: Ms. Seema Harish, Ms. Chaitra and Ms. Sujatha

Other Staff Involved: Mr. Devaiah

Subjects Involved: English, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, ICT & Other Languages 

Brief Details of Aim, Content and Outcomes of the 

Activity:

 To provide knowledge about how festivals and festoons aim at connecting people in the 

countries across the world.

 To develop unity, creative skills and empathy.

 Learn to sympathetic and to share and care.

 To promote oneness and global awareness.

Countries Explored: USA, India, China, Pakistan, Spain

Link School(s):

Other Sources of Information: Internet, Books, Interaction with people

Time Period of Activity: September 2017 to October 2017

Number of Students Involved in this Activity: 46

Age Range of Students Involved: 14 years

Type of Evidence Included:
Scanned copies of photographs, Report by teachers, Display boards, PowerPoint Presentation and 

Questionnaire.

Activity Cover Sheet



POWERPOINT PRESENTATION 
Festivals and Festoons across the world



Interaction with Students on 
Festivals and Festoons 



SOFT BOARD DISPLAY -
Festivals Across the World



SOFT BOARD 
DISPLAY -

Festivals Across the 
World



Greeting Card and Scrap Book 
Activity



Greeting Card and 
Scrap Book Activity



Display of Greeting Cards and Scrap Book





CHARTS Display 



Quiz Competition 



Glimpses of Quiz Competition



Score Sheets of Quiz Competition



ORPHANAGE VISIT
Showcasing Empathy and Sympathy



ORPHANAGE VISIT





Glimpses of ART EXHIBITION 



Audience Feedback on 
Art Exhibition



Audience Feedback on 
Art Exhibition



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Analysis of festivals celebrated in various countries
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US 61 95

India 30 70

China 50 20
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Country Name Dragon Race(%) Boat Race(%)

US 10 25

India 6.9 65
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Country Name Ramzan(%) Navaratri(%)

US 46 25

India 70 60

China 58 20

Pakistan 96 70

Spain 95 28.43

Country Name
La 

Tomatina(%)
Holi (%)

US 80 25

India 10 77

China 20 55

Pakistan 30 3

Spain 90 70.2

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Analysis of festivals celebrated in various countries



STAGE SHOW
Similarities

Diwali Vs Lantern Festival



Ramzan Vs Navarathri 





Dragon Race Vs Boat Race



Halloween Vs Baisakhi



Halloween Vs Baisakhi



Exchanging Greeting Cards



Exchanging Greeting Cards



Stage Show-Judgment  sheets 



Teacher’s Report 

Celebrations and events in our school have become an integral part of learning, community building and is a thought

provoking process for the students. Through the project celebration of festivals and festoons our Students realized

that they have to respect religious festivals across the globe as each festival is celebrated with some purpose. Few

students hesitated to wear the costumes as they felt their religion doesn’t support it. It was oriented to them that all

religions are the same, only the way we embrace it is different.

Grade 8 students were exposed to the essence of various festivals through music, stories, dance, food, debates and

variety of interesting activities and projects. The festivals were celebrated with great enthusiasm and the students

were encouraged to embrace different cultures and traditions.

Mrs. Seema Harish



Curriculum Activity–3
(In-House Activity)



Facilities for People with Disabilities 



School Name: Aishwarya International Public School

Title of Activity: Facilities for people with disabilities 

Teacher Responsible: Mr. Safi Ulla, Ms. Anupama

Other Staff Involved: Mr. Darshan Kumar

Subjects Involved: English, Science, Life Skills, History, Geography, Value Education

Brief Details of Aim, Content and 

Outcomes of the Activity:

-Infrastructural facilities required by people with disabilities.

-Compare and contrast the facilities for people with disabilities available  in India 

and other countries.

-Sensitivity towards special people’s requirements, identify the gap that exists in 

India in Comparison to other countries.

Countries Explored: India, France, England, Germany 

Link School(s):

Other Sources of Information: Internet, Survey, Visit to Public Places

Time Period of Activity: November 2017 to December 2017

Number of Students Involved in this 

Activity:
30

Age Range of Students Involved: 14-15 years

Type of Evidence Included:

Scanned copies of survey reports, Photographs of celebrations of International 

Day of Disable Persons, Teacher feedback, Interview questionnaire, Snap shot of 

PowerPoint Presentation

Activity Cover Sheet

Activity Cover Sheet



POWER POINT PRESENTATION 
Creating awareness about facilities 

for Disabled People



POWER POINT PRESENTATION 
Creating Awareness about Amenities 

available for Disabled People



SLIDES



Assimilating Information from 
Library



Guiding students on Assimilating Information 
through Internet 



STUDENTS Assimilating Information from Internet



STUDENTS Assimilating Information from Internet



Compiling Report based on accumulated 
Information from Library & Internet



Compiling Report based on accumulated 
Information from Library & Internet



Display of Reports



Survey –Restaurant



Survey –Restaurant



Survey – School
Facilities Provided In-House for Disabled 

People



Survey – School
Facilities Provided In-House for 

Disabled People



Survey – School
Facilities Provided In-House for Disabled 

People



Survey – School
Facilities Provided In-House for 

Disabled People



Survey – School
Facilities Provided In-House for Disabled 

People



SHOPPING MALL VISIT



SHOPPING MALL VISIT



SHOPPING MALL VISIT



SHOPPING MALL VISIT



Survey Questionnaire



Survey Questionnaire



Survey Questionnaire



Celebration of International Day 
for Disabled Persons



POWERPOINT PRESENTATION 
Sensitizing Peers



Teachers Feedback



Teachers Feedback Forms



Collecting Students Feedback



Students Feedback Forms



I Feel Proud and humble in bringing out the full fledge and multi faceted Project based

on “Facilities for people with disabilities”. Through this Project they learn about the

disable People ,Their Emotions, Values, Conflict, Life Issues and other Important

things It takes them to the World of Sympathy and Empathy. They visit to the Schools,

Malls, Restaurants' to discuss the Facilities provided And take the feed back through

Questionnaire. Our Schools Celebrates “International day for Disable people to Create

Awareness among Students. When you flip through the pages of this Project, we hope

that you will able to Connect with the Activities and gain an Insight into Disable

People. We owe an Immense debt of gratitude to all those who worked in unison For

the Successful Completion of this Project.

Teacher’s Report

Mr.Mohammed Safiulla Z 



Curriculum Activity–4
(Collaborative Activity)



National Sport and Facilities given to 
Sports Personnel in Different Countries



School Name: Aishwarya International Public School

Title of Activity: National Sport and Facilities to Sports Person of Different Countries

Teacher Responsible: Mr. Mahesh and Mr. Sharath Kumar

Other Staff Involved: Mr. Sharath

Subjects Involved: English, Mathematics, Physical Education, Social Science, Geography

Brief Details of Aim, Content and Outcomes 

of the Activity:

-Develop love for sports,  know about the different National sports and understand their  

importance.

-Increased confidence and self esteem,  comparative study Readiness to take new and 

more diverse experiences.

-team spirit , Acceptance, Assertiveness, Positive peer -relationship

Countries Explored: India, Bangladesh, USA

Link School(s): Palestine

Other Sources of Information: Internet, Video link through Skype, Magazines  

Time Period of Activity: March 2018 to April 2018

Number of Students Involved in this Activity: 30 students

Age Range of Students Involved: 15-16 years

Type of Evidence Included:

Scanned copies, Teachers report, Sports Magazine, Feedback form, Judgment Sheets, 

Photographs of International Sports Day Celebration, Link School Comments, E-mails 

and letters, PowerPoint Presentation

Activity Cover Sheet



PowerPoint Presentation



PowerPoint Presentation
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Collecting Articles from varied 
sources and compiling them for Sports 

Magazine 



Collecting Articles from varied sources and
compiling them for Sports Magazine





Soft Board Display



Soft Board Display



Skype Chat with the 
partner school @ Palestine 



Skype Chat with the 
partner school @ Palestine 



Email Exchange with 
Partner School



Email Exchange with Partner School



Email Exchange with Partner School



Email Exchange with Partner School



Email Exchange with Partner School



International Sports 
Day Celebration



International Sports 
Day Celebration



Hockey Match (Inter-House)



Hockey Match (Inter-House)



Cricket Match (Inter-House)



Cricket Match (Inter-House)



Kabaddi Match (Inter-House)





Participation in 
State Level Taekwondo Competition 



Participation in 
State Level Taekwondo Competition 



Score Sheets  - Kabaddi & Hockey Competition



Score Sheets – Cricket Match



DEBATE COMPETITION 
“We Measure Greatness of a Sport 

by Fan Following”



DEBATE COMPETITION 
Judging



Debate Competition Judgment Sheet



Collecting Students Feedback



Students Feedback Forms



Collecting Parents Feedback



Parents Feedback Forms



Sports helps in Controlling an Individual’s mind. body and soul. It brings together Physical

and mental disciplines to achieve a Peaceful body, mind and soul. Students required

guidance for making rule book and sports Magazine and writing the Importance of National

sports and facilities that are Provided in Various other Countries. Students realized that

Physical fitness and Positive attitude are important factors. The Various National sports that

were conducted required a lot of Planning.

The ISA team of students and teachers, along with the Computer department had a though

time. All the ISA team members got started on the final documentation. A scan here, a

screen prints there, a last minute feed back from here and the last Photograph, Messages the

list was Endless.

The Journey was tough, but more than worth it Culminating in many new friendships

within and outside the school. It has been a Journey of exploration, evolution &

Achievement for the School. The team and me. I am Proud of my ISA team that displayed

exemplary team spirit and reinforced our faith in the Maximum.

“Together we can and we will”. 

Teacher’s Report

Mr. Mahesh P



Curriculum Activity -5
(Collaborative Activity)





School Name: Aishwarya International Public School

Title of Activity: Tastes of the World – Global Cuisines

Teacher Responsible: Ms. Swathi and Ms. Geetha

Other Staff Involved: Ms.Chaitra

Subjects Involved: English, Mathematics, Social Science, Art and Craft

Brief Details of Aim, Content and Outcomes of 

the Activity:

-To learn about different countries popular cuisines and understand the physical features 

affecting the variedness.

-Global and cultural awareness, different eating   taste, preparing healthy food.

-Affectionate towards different  cuisines , generosity in embracing these cuisines.

Countries Explored: India, USA, Pakistan

Link School(s):

Other Sources of Information: Internet, Video Chat, E-mail exchange

Time Period of Activity: January 2018 to February 2018

Number of Students Involved in this Activity: 100

Age Range of Students Involved: 10-12 years

Type of Evidence Included:
Audience and Parents Feedback, Students presentation, Teacher report, Pear Assessment 

Sheet, Survey Report, Photographs and PowerPoint Presentation

Activity Cover Sheet



POWER POINT PRESENTATION
Different Cuisines of the World



POWER POINT PRESENTATION
Different Cuisines of the World



Preparing Nutritional Charts and Menu Cards



Preparing Nutritional Charts and Menu Cards



Preparing Nutritional Charts and Menu Cards



Display of Nutritional Charts



Display of Nutritional Charts & Menu Cards



Preparation of Recipe booklet



Display of Recipe Booklet



Healthy Food Competition (Inter-House) 
“Yummy Cuisines”



Healthy Food Competition 



Healthy Food Competition 



Judgment - Healthy Food Competition



Facebook page of Yummy cuisines- Parents comments  



Judgment Sheets- Healthy 
Food Competition



DIET TIPS by Dietician



Educational Talk by DieticianORIENTATION
Healthy Food Habits



VIDEO CHAT WITH THE PARTNER COUNTRY 
Understanding different food habits & reasons behind



Exchange of photographs – Gathering information on Food 
Habits of partner school



Exchange of photographs – Gathering information on Food 
Habits of partner school



Exchange of photographs – Gathering information on Food 
Habits of partner school



E-mail exchange with partner school







Collecting Students 

Feedback



Research/Survey through 
internet

for the cuisines of different 
countries



Research/Survey through 
internet

for the cuisines of different 
countries



Students Survey Report



Students Survey Report



Students Survey Report



Students Survey Report



Students Survey Report



Seminar - Peer 
Assessment



Seminar - Peer Assessment



Seminar - Peer 
Assessment



Seminar - Judgment sheet



Statistical Analysis of Different Cuisines 
which are of High Prominences  

COUNTR

Y

DOSA , ROTI 

& DAL SHASHINI

India 95% 15%

Japan 20% 95%

China 30% 60%

America 15% 20%

Pakistan 50% 30%

0%

50%

100%

Dosa

& Roti

Dal



Country

Dim Sum & 

Fried Rice

Sandwich & 

Burger

India 60% 15%

Japan 30% 40%

China 80% 50%

America 70% 90%

Pakistan 15% 20%

0%

50%

100%
Dim

Sum

&

Fried

Rice

Country Biryani

India 65%

Japan 30%

China 15%

America 50%

Pakistan 85%

Biryani

India

Japa

n

Statistical Analysis of Different Cuisines 

which are familiar across the world



Teacher’s Report

“Just because you’re not stick it doesn’t mean you’re not stick it doesn’t

mean you’re healthy, so eat right, be bright and eat the best leave the rest”. The

journey of ISA started with our project and we had to travel little extra mile to

scrutinize the exploration. The topic assigned to us for this ISA project is “

Tastes of World” which basically means food is the crucial hoe in our daily

lives, which critically was an exciting experience with the students to discuss

about various foods and their nutritive values. The students were exposed to

engross their ITC skills by presenting their ideas on food of different Countries

through presentation and by sharing the Information among their co-learners.

Toddlers of Standard V participated with full enthusiasm and zeal in exhibiting

“variety of cuisines” and “Comparative analysis” in graphical manner and to

present integrity in diversity. During this journey both students and teachers

became learners.

Ms. Ileen Sabastian



Curriculum Activity-6
(Collaborative  Activity)





School Name: Aishwarya International Public School

Title of Activity: “CURRENCIES OF WORLD”

Teacher Responsible: Ms. Naziya and Ms. Sameera

Other Staff Involved: Mrs. Usha

Subjects Involved: English, History, Mathematics, Science and Art and Craft

Brief Details of Aim, Content and 

Outcomes of the Activity:

-The Students are exposes to different currencies of the world and to compare and 

appreciate  their denomination.

-- Compare the values of different currencies symbols, letters, images and 

numbers used that are familiar to that culture and language.  

-- Recognize the symbols of different currencies and its historical significance . 

Countries Explored: India, Japan, Russia, Sri Lanka

Link School(s): Egypt

Other Sources of Information: Internet, News Paper, E-mail Exchange

Time Period of Activity: December 2017 to January 2018

Number of Students Involved in this 

Activity:
120

Age Range of Students Involved: 7-9 years

Type of Evidence Included:
Feedback Forms, Photographs, E-mail Exchange from the partner school, 

Teachers report, PowerPoint Presentation

Activity Cover Sheet



Power Point Presentation on 
Different Currencies of World



POWER POINT 

PRESENTATION on 

Different Currencies of 

World



Coins Display



Currency Expo – Exhibit Different 
Currencies of the World



Currency Expo – Exhibit Different 
Currencies of the World



Soft 
Board 
Display



Soft Board Display



Collage Making Activity





Poster Making on Currencies 

of Different Countries



Poster Making-
Currencies of 

different 
Countries

Poster Display-
Currencies of 

different 
Countries



Preparation of Scrap Book





Students of Egypt Enjoying 
Video Conference of Collage 

Activity of our students





Email exchange with partner school 
with varied comments



Display of Scrap Book







Evaluated  Written Quiz Competition Sheets



Collecting Parents Feedback



Parents Feedback 

Forms



Collecting Students Feedback



Teachers Feedback



Teachers Feedback



Teacher’s Report

The ISA activity on the topic ‘Currency’ was conducted in the month of August by Grade 5

students. The students enthusiastically participated in all the activities. The children learned

about the history and evolution of money through a role play. They understood the importance

of money in the society.

A workshop was held on the currencies of different countries. This helped us to bring

awareness to students that different countries use different currencies and every currency has a

name and symbol. Students even prepared individual projects which included pictures of

different currencies, their symbols and their value against Indian rupee. They thoroughly

enjoyed doing their projects.

A chart was prepared by the students with the help of the teachers and was presented in the

assembly. They explained about currencies of USA, India, UK, Japan, France, Russia and

many more countries with the help of notes and coins.

At last a quiz was conducted. The students were very excited during quiz time. They actively

participated and showed their intelligence. Overall, the project was a very educative and a full

filled experience.

Ms.Naziya Banu



Curriculum Activity–7
(In-House Activity)



JOURNEYS OF RIVERS



School Name: Aishwarya International Public School

Title of Activity: Journeys of Rivers 

Teacher Responsible: Ms. Shylajkshi and Ms. Pushpalatha

Other Staff Involved:

Subjects Involved: Geography, English, Economics, Arts, History and EVS

Brief Details of Aim, Content and 

Outcomes of the Activity:

-Explore the facts about prominent rivers in  other countries and understands the similarities and 

differences.

-present in groups a comparative study of life around different rivers in different countries.

-Identify three examples of issues related to sustainable  development.

Countries Explored: France, Australia, Canada, Germany,  Italy, India

Link School(s):

Other Sources of Information: Internet, Magazines

Time Period of Activity: February 2018 to March 2018

Number of Students Involved in this 

Activity:
50 

Age Range of Students Involved: 13-14 years

Type of Evidence Included:
Teacher report, Audience feedback, Questionnaire, Peer Assessment, Photographs of celebration of 

International Day of Action for Rivers 

Activity Cover Sheet



Research Work on Rivers –
Gathering information through internet



Research Work on Rivers –
Gathering information through internet



Research work on Nile River



Research work on Rivers in Schools online website



Research work on Mississippi River



Research work on Thames River



Research –Assimilating the gathered 
information in the Reports



Research –Assimilating the gathered information in the 
Reports



Submission of 
Projects



Submission of Projects



Research –Assimilating the 
gathered information in the charts



Presentation of 
gathered 

information



Projects Display



Power Point Presentation by
Students-Facts About the Rivers



Power Point 
Presentation



Presentation of Projects 

through seminar 



Power Point Presentations



Celebration of International Day 
of Action for Rivers – Assembly 

Activity



Celebration of International Day 
of Action for Rivers – Assembly Activity



Picture Essay 
Competition 



Picture Essay 
Competition 



Picture Essay 
Competition 



Display of picture essay competition  



Assembly Talk



Panel Discussion



Panel Discussion



Peer Assessment-Questionnaire



Peer Assessment-Questionnaire



Peer Assessment-Questionnaire



Quiz Competition



Inter-house Quiz 
Competition





Collecting Audience 
Feedback



Audience Feedback Forms



Collecting Students Feedback



Students Feedback Forms





Teachers Feedback Forms



Teacher’s Report 

Journey of rivers project has been an eye opening activity for the students.

Through this project, pupils learnt about different rivers of different regions

and were able to learn the importance of water resources and the need of it

for our lifestyle. Students learnt how water resources could help in the

employment generation and improve the social, cultural and economic status

of the people, they also learnt about water conservation, which is the

buzzword of the present globalization era. It was challenging for both we

and students as we had to strive to collect the maximum information to learn

as well as in the best possible way in the project.

Parent’s response was overwhelming in assisting their Students in

information gathering.

Mrs. Shylajakshi .N



Internationalism 
Annual Day Celebration with the 

theme 
CONNECT-CELEBRATE-INSPIRE



CONNECT



CELEBRATE



INSPIRE



“The strength of the team is each individual. 
The strength of each member is the team”




